The Module Itself:
As soon as you click on the Module, you will find the Overview of the module. The Overview provides a comprehensive idea of what is covered in each module.

Planning and Questions
These are administrative and other new tools needed to get through the module. In addition to general administrative tools, I will try to include anything that you need to be alerted to within the module.

Lectures and Reading
All of the material that you are required to read, watch, or listen to are listed here. The optional material will generally be under “Additional Resources”.

Assignments and Deliverables
This section is for work that you are responsible for submitting in some way. It will usually include assignments, discussions, quizzes/tests, group work, and semester project. Whenever there is an assignment that relates to participation, which is 10% of the final grade, I will specify how it counts towards your grade.

Additional Resources
(As needed) Normally these will be helpful resources which are connected with the module, although they may be general at times.